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Half Day Tours & Visits 

 
Guided tour of the gardens and palaces of Marrakech on horse drawn carriages...:  

(Includes Tour guide Fees, transportation in horse drawn carriages 4 pax/carriage, 
entrance fees to gardens, mint tea,...) 
Minimum of participants : 10 persons / rate : 40 $ 

visit of the Menara garden : Laid out by the Almohad dynasty in the 12th century. Later 
they fell into neglect and their present form is a result of 19th century restoration by the 
Alaouites. The highly photogenic  green-tile-roofed pavillon that overlooks the basin was 
added in 1869. Climb to the upper floor for a wonderful view over the water, or better 
still stroll around to the opposite side for the celebrated view of the pavillon against a 
backdrop of the Atlas mountain.. 

 

    
 

This visit begins with a tour of the Menara Gardens the most famous 
Moroccan garden and the Majorelle gardens – a botanist’s Elysium, 
privately owned and impeccably maintained by Yves Saint Laurent 
before he passed away- visit of the YSL memorial. 
The walls are drenched in an incredible blue color – a fantastic offset to 
the multicolored floral splashes that abound here. Guided visit of both 
gardens.  
Then a complete tour of the city fortifications through to the Aguedal 
Garden before we enter the old medina to visit the Jamaa el Fna square 
meeting point of different artists such as musicians, storytellers, 

and snake charmers. 
Mint tea on the terraces overlooking the square.  
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Continuation to the Jamaa el Fna square through the narrow labyrinth streets… Then a free 
time  and - tasteful mint tea on the Medina’s terraces. 

 

 

                      
 
 
 
Guided cultural visit of Medina, Souks, & Ben Youssef coranic school :     
(Includes Tour guide Fees, transportation, entrance fees to monuments, mint tea,...) 
Minimum of participants : 10 persons / rate : 35 $ 
 

                        
 

This visit is an in-depth guided discovery of the old medieval city (or medina) and its souks. 
Begin with the various residential neighborhoods and their riads… then visit of Medersa Ben 
Youssef Coranic School an ancient jewel of arabo-islamic architecture. 
Afterwards the group will head for the souks and medina of Marrakech in which the visitors 
will be able to take a first-hand look at life inside the old medina which has not changed 
much since the 11th century and still inhabited by Marrakchis today, the souks in which 
people of the medina do their daily shopping, and then the numerous very skilled craftsmen, 
the methods and materials they use, their shops, tools and much more… 
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Refreshing mint tea on a terrace above the Jamaa el Fna square, the heart of Marrakech’s 
old medina.  

                      
 

 
Historic visit of the main monuments & the old city of Marrakech: 
(Includes Tour guide fees, transportation, entrance fees to monuments, mint tea,...) 
Minimum of participants : 10 persons / rate : 35 $ 
 
Introduction by your professional English-speaking tour guide of the history of the city and 
country.  
Begin with the square, gardens, and minaret of the Koutoubia Mosque or the mosque of the 
“librarians” which was built by Yacoub El Mansour in the 12th century and is the jewel of 
Arab/Moorish art.  The 77m minaret is one of the tallest in the Muslim world and is 
decorated with tiles representing flowers, topped with four copper balls, no one side 
resembles the other. It served as a model for the Hassan tower of Rabat and the Giralda of 
Seville. 
 

 
 

The Saadian tombs- Richly decorated royal tombs where the Sultan Ahmed El-Mansour 

Eddahbi “The Victorious Golden” who defeated the Portuguese in the battle of the three 
kings in 1578 and conquered Sudan is buried. These tombs house the graves of the Saadian 
dynasty and are considered as a jewel of arabo-islamic art. 

 
The Bahia Palace- or the brilliant palace, constructed during the last quarter of the 19th 

century as a residence for Vizirs or Vice-Sultan. The construction of the palace lasted 7 years 
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and spreads out on an area of 8 hectares, it houses almost 150 rooms, patios, interior 
courtyards planted with cypress and rare species of trees including fountains, and pools 
which form a splendid labyrinth. 

   

 

Continuation to the Jamaa el Fna square through the narrow labyrinth streets…  

Then a tasteful mint tea on the Medina’s terraces. 

                      

1 full day visit proposals :  
 
Visit of Essaouira: 
(Includes – Tour guide fees, Transfer by minibus or coach,……) 
Minimum of participants : 12 persons / rate : 85 $ 
 
Full day guided visit of the Atlantic port town of Essaouira (meaning the beautiful picture - 
in Arabic) which stands on a peninsula permanently swept by the trade winds.  
The best way to see Essaouira, the blue and white town, is on foot. Inside the 18th century 
fortified city walls, interesting architectural features include gates and windows with 
intricately carved decoration.  
Our visit begins with the ancient port of Essaouira, situated at the foot of the town’s walls 
and at the end of a beautiful long sandy beach. With its gaily painted fishing boats and 
brightly colored nets piled up on the quayside, it is bustling and attractive place. In 1949, 
ORSON Wells chose the imposing city fortifications of Essaouira as the setting for the outside 
shots of Othello, the film of the Shakespearean tragedy.  
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Visit of the shipyards where wooden boats are hand built following the traditional style of 
sturdy ancient dhows. The Porte de La Marine was built in 1769 - a little bridge links this to 

the town and the ramparts which divide the 
town into several districts which we will 
discover: the Kasbah or skalla, the mellah 
(or jewish quarter) and medina.  
  

From the main square, in which Moroccan 
and Portuguese architectural styles are 
combined, narrow shopping streets run past 
the Clock tower and the Great Mosque and 

into the square crowned with Moorish cafés. The Siaghine Street, houses the town’s Jewish 
gold and silversmiths, very famous for their skillful handicraft. 

 

 
 
The 650 foot artillery platform of the Skalla is surrounded by crenellated walls that once 
served as Essaouira’s defense against maritime attacks. Today the platform offers a superb 
view over the town. 
 
Lunch at the Il Mare Restaurant Le Taros 
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Menu:    Shrimp cocktail 

Grilled fish of the day with fresh vegetables 
Fruit salad 

 
 

14h30 to 15h30 free time for discovery & shopping, tour guide at your disposal… 
 
19h00 Arrive to Marrakech 
     **************** 
 
Full day of 4x4 of the High Atlas Mountains Trails (unlimited capacity)… 
(Includes……) 
Minimum of participants : 15 persons / rate : 75 $ 
 
The vehicles will be lined up in numerical order at the hotel car park; they will be supplied 
with bottles of mineral water, dry fruits or biscuits, and Kleenex.   
 

 
 

The guests will form into teams of 5 person/vehicle.  
The 4WD vehicles used will be Toyota Land Cruisers with professional drivers. 
The itinerary that has been chosen is perfectly suitable for all participants  
 
When Sir Winston Churchill and President Franklin D. Roosevelt headed for Marrakech after the Allies' 
Casablanca Conference in 1943, Churchill told his travel companion, "I must be with you when you see 
the sunset on the snows of the Atlas Mountains.” 

 

Beautiful, rugged, and sometimes harsh, the High Atlas mountains save Morocco from being 
another Saharan-battered country of Africa's north. Rising abruptly from the Atlantic coast 
near Agadir and stretching northeasterly across Morocco toward the Algerian border, the 
High Atlas encompasses some of the most scenic and intriguing regions of the country. 
Living amongst a landscape characterized by jagged peaks and steep-sided valleys, High Atlas 
Berbers are tough and resilient rural folk who still live in their traditional manner in flat-top 
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villages constructed from a mix of stone and packed earth, called “tabout”. Part of their 
culture is the well-known warmth and hospitality they extend to travelers. 
 

         

During our tour of the Atlas there will be various stops to discover the country-side with 
your guides, and take time to share a mint tea with the local inhabitants in their simple 
homes & to enjoy these very picturesque landscapes... 

 

Stop for lunch at The Bohemien camp : 

Variety of Moroccan salads 
Mixed barbecue/grill 

Berber Vegetable tagine 
Season’s fruits basket 

Moroccan pastries 

 
 
PM 3:00 :  Departure to the Agafay Desert by jeeps – a wonderful landscape of stone dunes  
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PM 5:00 Back to Marrakech 

 


